Many scientists are using workflows to systematically design and run computational experiments. Once the workflow is executed, the scientist may want to publish the dataset generated as a result, to be, e.g., reused by other scientists as input to their experiments. In doing so, the scientist needs to curate such dataset by specifying metadata information that describes it, e.g. its derivation history, origins and ownership. To assist the scientist in this task, we explore in this paper the use of provenance traces collected by workflow management systems when enacting workflows. Specifically, we identify the shortcomings of such raw provenance traces in supporting the data publishing task, and propose an approach whereby distilled, yet more informative, provenance traces that are fit for the data publishing task can be derived.
INTRODUCTION
Computing has recently transformed the practice of science in a fundamental manner. Scientists are increasingly embracing the "Fourth Paradigm" [15] : they are using computational resources to explore large datasets available in community repositories in order to empower new findings. Re-using, combining, aggregating and analyzing datasets using computational tools and analyses have become a commonplace activity. In particular, a large number of scientists are using workflows, as the tool of choice, to systematically design and run computational (a.k.a. in-silico) experiments [10] .
Using a workflow, an experiment is defined as a network of analysis operations, which can be supplied by third party distributed software programs, e.g., web services, or local programs and scripts. The analysis operations that constitute the experiment are weaved together using data dependencies specifying how the data generated by given analysis operations is used to feed the execution of other operations within the workflow.
Once the workflow is executed, the scientist may want to publish the dataset generated as a result. Such dataset can be used as evidence that supports the hypothesis investigated by the scientist, confirms a known fact, or suggests a new scientific finding. To ensure that such datasets can be re-used by the community and preserved for future analyses and computations, Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference Model identifies three kinds of metadata information that need to accompany the published datasets [20] : 1) Reference information to unambiguously identify a dataset 2) Provenance information that specifies datasets derivation history, origins and ownership, and 3) Context information that outlines the dataset's relationships to other datasets and to its environment such as its citations, its dependencies and assumptions. Such metadata information is typically specified manually by a curator, who examines the technical report or paper that describes the dataset to annotate it before its publication. This task can be tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. There is, therefore, a need for a means to assist curators in the data publishing task.
Fortunately, there is a source of information that can be harvested for specifying "Provenance" and "Context" information of datasets generated using workflows, namely the provenance traces generated as a result of workflow execution. Indeed, scientific workflow systems can be easily instrumented to collect provenance regarding the runs of workflows and the lineage of results generated in each run. Given that the majority of scientific workflow systems provide (built-in or plug-in) capabilities for collecting provenance traces of workflow runs [10] , we would expect that such provenance traces are being harvested by curators to derive "Provenance" and "Context" metadata for data publishing. That is, unfortunately, not the case. While workflow specifications and the datasets generated as a result of their executions are published by scientists, provenance traces are not being reported in data publishing, instead they hardlyever leave the personal desktop of the scientist.
Our analysis showed that the main reason is due to the raw nature of provenance traces of workflow executions, which make them unsuitable for the purpose of data publishing. In this position paper, we pinpoint the shortcomings of raw provenance traces (Section 2). We argue that a distilled form of provenance is needed to assist data publishers (Section 3). We outline a solution that we propose for generating provenance distillations, by enhancing and abstracting raw workflow provenance, and discuss the challenges that need to be addressed for its realization (in Section 4).
SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOWS AND PROVENANCE
In this section, we introduce scientific workflows, present a running example, and identify the shortcomings of raw execution provenance in informing the task of data publishing.
Scientific Workflows
In recent years, workflow systems [8] have become popular in many scientific disciplines for task automation and in-silico experimentation. Scientific workflows are generally data-driven: they can be thought of as graphs in which the nodes are analysis operations and the edges are data flow dependencies between the constituent operations. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a scientific workflow from the helio-physics domain, which focuses on the study of the "highly energetic events that originate from the sun and propagate through the solar system." [4] . Such a workflow is a data chaining pipeline that gathers and merges data from multiple repositories. The workflow operates as follows: It starts by building up a query to be submitted to the "Helio Feature Catalog" (HFC) to retrieve the active regions detected on the solar surface within a specified time frame. Once the query is executed the result string is parsed into a collection structure and each record is further used as a parameter for generating a query to be submitted to the "Helio Events Catalog" (HEC). The event catalog is queried to retrieve solar flares observed within the locality of the active regions identified in the previous query. This flare data is then aggregated and appended to the Active Region dataset as a new "flare count" column in the MergeHessiField step. The workflow also joins the HFC and nonempty HEC result tables to obtain an overall view of flare events and their regional location.
Limitations of Raw Provenance Traces
In order to publish the datasets that are produced as a result of execution of the workflow in Figure 1 , the provenance traces captured during the execution appears, at first, to be a rich source of information to fulfill the required "Provenance" and "Context" metadata needs of the data publishing task. Unfortunately, such raw provenance traces are not fit for use during publishing due to their following characteristics:
Provenance Obfuscation: Scientific Workflows can be complex with many scientifically significant steps such as analysis, visualizations and data retrieval combined with many "mundane" or insignificant steps such as format transformers, data movers, adapter steps needed for the incorporation of 3rd party resources into the flow [16] [14] . Because of this, provenance traces captured during execution are typically a voluminous piece of information containing thoroughly and indiscriminately collected traces for each activity, its input and output data items. In particular, such traces do not specify whether a data item is a significant artifact such as a result of visualization, or whether it is merely a side-product such as an execution status message, or a temporary file address.
Lineage Opacity: The activities that constitute workflows are often opaque black boxes, in the sense that they do not reveal the relationship between the inputs and the outputs. For example, we are unable to determine if a given data item is a query responsible for the retrieval of a data set, or an output is a cleaned revision of the input data of an activity.
Coarse Granularity: As well as the opaque link among data items, workflow provenance report all of the outputs to be dependent on all of the input items. In many scientific disciplines some form of structure to the data typically the tabular form exists 123 . Moreover, among the activities that occur within a workflow a significant majority of them data organization activities such as filtering, joining and union of collections of data items that essentially relay some (all) of the inputs to the outputs [14] . In all established workflow provenance frameworks, however, due to the workflow system being blind to the structure of data and the nature of the activity the outputs are viewed as freshly generated piece of information computed using all of the inputs. Therefore one item in a collection of result items cannot be traced back to its origin records or it is not possible to identify the activities that are responsible for the initial appearance of a data artifact in a provenance log.
Related Work
A handful of researchers made proposals with view to address the above shortcomings. The overwhelming volume and the deep traces within provenance has been tackled by providing query languages [23] query-based browsers [3] . In [6] authors describe an approach enabling users to subjectively pinpoint interesting modules in a workflow and partition the workflow into views in order to reduce the amount of response data to provenance queries. As pointed out earlier, workflows contain several mundane operations, and there is little subjectivity in the need to eliminate them during an abstraction.
Domain specific human annotation of workflows, and consecutively, provenance logs, is another approach for making provenance more informative. Typically the domain types of input-output ports or the domain specific function of the activity is specified [19] , [21] with annotations. These approaches allow scientists to pose provenance queries using domain terms, however it does not provide an abstraction of provenance. Moreover annotated lineage traces only indirectly hint at the origins of data (e.g. we would not be able to tell which parts of the AnnotatedFeatureTable came from but could only tell that data from both the HFC and HEC service invocations which produce VOTable type outputs are on it lineage path).
Coarse grained provenance has been tackled by adopting approaches in tracking provenance of database queries [7] to workflows. In [2] authors support, "white" box workflow data processing activities and trace which input data records (tuples) give way to which output tuple and through what kind of operations (i.e. join , union). The fine-grained tracing of existential dependency, a.k.a. why provenance, enables what-if analysis on the relations of input and output data records, however it is blind to value-copying operations occurring in white-box steps. Similarly [17] tracks why provenance for workflows in a non-materialized logical manner with a little more precision (i.e. existential dependencies among attributes of records rather than whole records). We think valuecopying relations a.k.a. where provenance for workflows is essential in a data publishing scenario, where curators would inquire about the origin of result artifacts.
All of the these efforts are focused on supporting activities that occur within the local in-silico experimental zone during workflow design and execution time. Activities such as workflow debugging, auditing or tracing final and intermediary data items. Existing approaches are not targeted towards data publishing, with the exception of recent work in [11] , where authors tackle the issues on integrity-preserving customization of provenance graphs with user-specified data abstraction, anonymization and elimination directives prior to publication. We observe that more research needs to be performed targeted at the middle-layer of the provenance pyramid, where tracking of origins of and context of data and experiments is required, and a small, distilled, yet informative, subset of workflow provenance information is to be generated.
Plethora of Provenance in Data Intensive Science
We observe that raw workflow provenance and the provenance requirements for data publishing stand at the two ends of a spectrum, which we have depicted as the Provenance Pyramid as illustrated in Figure 2 . The Provenance Pyramid takes inspiration from the Data Pyramid [12] , which observes that the amount of data that is of value for preservation is inversely proportional to the number of stakeholders interested in the data. During data's staging from a local zone (with a handful of stakeholders) to a community zone (with large numbers of stakeholders), only the significant data items are promoted to the next level.
Therefore, we place raw workflow provenance at the bottom of the provenance pyramid as it contains indiscriminately collected information about every activity and data item within a workflow provenance log. This form of provenance is useful for scientists directly involved in the workflow-based experiment for local executiontime activities such as debugging and steering. At the top we have the provenance information that is of community value. These are small nuggets of information typically specified by manual curation, such as "Evidence Codes" in biological databases 4 or data citations [1] . Community-level provenance is manifested as highlevel indicators regarding the derivation method of data, or its origins. This form of provenance is further exploited in the calculation 4 http://www.geneontology.org/GO.evidence.shtml of data quality and trust metrics [13] to assist scientific data discovery.
We argue that a middle-layer of fit-for-publishing [9] provenance information is needed. The middle layer, can be based on a distillation of raw workflow provenance and can be used to inform the top-layer, e.g., it has application areas in Data Citation [1] or Data Usage Metering [18] . As we shall detail in the next section, we propose Distilled Provenance in the form of 1) succinct originannotations on result data artifacts and 2) highlights of significant activities in a workflow.
PROVENANCE DISTILLATIONS
Provenance information should be fit for the assisting task (or queries) that the user wants to perform. For example, if the user wants to debug a workflow, then one would expect the provenance to be used to answers queries such as "Why is X in the result?" or "What if Y was not in the input would I still get Z?". If, on the other hand, the provenance is used for reporting the experiment and deciding which resources to acknowledge and cite, one would expect to have brief answers to queries such as "What happens in this workflow?" or "Where do these results come from?". We refer to these answers as Distilled Provenance. Distillations should contain:
Shallow Annotations on the results of the workflow as to their data origins and scope. Given the complex nature of workflows, raw workflow provenance contains abundant number intermediate data items that occur on the derivation path of the results. Scientists do not publish raw provenance traces due to the overwhelming depth and complexity of data traces, rendering them unfit. Instead they only share overall workflow results together with manual annotations or citations regarding their origins. Consecutively we argue that the distilled form of origin information could be in the form of annotations that are minted and attached to data items during activities such as data retrieval or analysis. These annotations could specify 1) origin information e.g. denoting that a VO Table originates from HFC Service deployed at a particular endpoint or 2) scope information outlining any significant workflow input parameter that has played a role in the data's generation such as a query criteria, or significant configuration parameter. One important requirement is to be able to propagate origin annotations all the way to the overall workflow results.
A partially ordered set of significant activities within the workflow i.e. the Workflow Summary. To illustrate what we mean by summary, Figure 3 provides the abstraction of the heliophysics pipeline (see Figure 1) , containing only the scientifically significant, data minting steps and the significant workflow input and output ports/roles on the trace path of those steps. On the righthand-side of the figure we give a screenshot of the actual tags the scientist has used when publishing this workflow in the myExperiment workflow repository. The reader will notice that, the three steps Figure 3 correspond to those highlighted by the free-text tags "hec, hessi, and hfc". Figure 4 illustrates the overall approach that we propose for distilling workflow provenance. The initial step is design time annotation of activities within workflow descriptions. Annotations designate the data-oriented function of the activity, such as retrieval, analysis, or data organization. We call this categorizations, motifs, which we describe in Section 3.2. Motif annotations are an important part of our approach as they enable both workflow summarization and run time origin-annotation generation. During motif annotations we also mark the significant input artifacts, such as query parameters of retrieval tasks, or critical configuration parameter of an analysis task. Annotation can be a manual or a semi-automated task with the use of a classifier that mines existing workflows to suggest motif annotations.
Proposed Approach
The next step is the execution of this annotated workflow. During execution the workflow engine will specifically perform the following:
• Acquiring Origin-Annotations on Data : Certain activities within workflows are opaque processing steps that mint new data from the given inputs. In our proposal, these steps not only mint data, but also mint origin annotations on data. Examples of these activities are Data Retrieval and Data Analysis. Origin annotations partly tackle the black-box challenge.
In our approach we do not aim for making all data processing steps transparent, instead, for those activities that mint data, we want to make qualified links between result data artifacts and the parameter/configurations that have helped originate (e.g. the service endpoint of the HEC retrieval step) or scope (e.g. query parameters of the HEC step) the result dataset.
• Propagating Origin-Annotations: The workflow environment that we will use, namely the Taverna workbench [22] will be extended with table-aware components, that provide a well-defined set of data organization functions such as Column Projection, Filtering and Joining. These components, we call data relaying steps, will allow us to propagate origin-annotations. The relaying is done either completely transparently by using table-aware components, such as a filtering step with a well-defined filter expression or semitransparently such as human-editing based cleaning of data records, where the workflow environment can associate an output record with an input record but cannot tell which attributes of the record have been edited/touched during curation. In such a case record level annotations could be propagated yet the attribute level ones cannot. Assuming a structure to data and catering for data-relaying operations allow us to trace input to output value-copying relations at a fine-grain and consequently the ability to propagate annotations.
Finally, Motif annotations over the workflow description could be used to generate workflow summarizations. Summarizations help tackle the obfuscation problem by eliminating secondary steps and retaining significant steps in the workflow. The significance markers on the input/output parameters also inform the summarization process.
Motifs in Scientific Workflows
Central to the distillation of provenance is the notion of motifs, which we outlined in previous work [14] based on an empirical analysis 5 of 111 scientific workflows. Motifs characterize the dataoriented nature of activities undertaken by workflows. The workflow examples presented earlier in Figure 1 demonstrates the different kinds of data motifs. The motifs are captured within a lightweight ontology accessible from 6 . In what follows, we briefly describe the data-oriented motifs:
Data Retrieval: Workflows or their certain sub-steps are used to bring-about data into the data-intensive pipeline. Data from both local and remote resources can be retrieved in various means such as queries to remote/local databases, or web service invocations such as the HEC and HFC steps in our workflow.
Data Preparation: Data access or analysis steps that are handled by external services or tools typically require well formed query strings or structured requests as input. Consequently a large number of tasks in workflows are dedicated to the generation of these queries through augmentation of multiple parameters. The BuildHFCQuery and BuildHECQuery sub-workflows are dedicated to this function in our example. The reverse operation occurs for output processing. Outputs of data access or analysis steps could be subject to data extraction or splitting to allow the conversion of data from the service specific format to the workflows internal data carrying structures (e.g. collections).
Data Organization: The data items brought into a pipeline may not be subject to analysis in their entirety. Data collections could further be filtered or could be subject to extraction of various subsets. In addition to filtering, certain tasks are dedicated to merging 5 The analysis dataset can be found at http://www.myexperiment.org/files/789.html 6 https://github.com/wf4ever/ro/blob/master/motifs.owl data sets created by different branches of workflows. Examples of both filter ("FilterEmptyResults") and merge (MergeHESSIField) are present in our helio workflow.
Data Analysis/Visualization: Results of analysis processes are typically fresh piece of information that is derived from the input. In our example workflow the calculation of number of event occurances per active region is an example of such information generation.
Data Cleaning/Curation: A category not illustrated in our example. Cleaning and curation operations are typically undertaken by sophisticated tooling/services (e.g. Google Refine), or by human interactions. A cleaning/curation step essentially preserves and enriches the content of data (e.g., by a user's annotation of a result with additional information, detecting and removing inconsistencies on the data, etc.).
Data Moving: Though not exemplified in our workflow, a very common activity occurring in workflows is the movement of data in and out of the workflow environment. this is achieved through resolution of typically temporary references (e.g. downloading results from a URL, reading a file) or creation of references (e.g. uploading results to a URl or cresting a file.)
Our analysis has shown that obfuscation of workflows is a prevalent problem. More than half of all activities within workflows is related to either data-preparation or data organization. A majority of these belong to the preparation category, which are resource adapter "shim" steps that are eliminate-able during provenance distillation. Moreover in certain domains a up to one fifth of all activities are data movers which resolve or mint temporary data references not meaningful outside the workflow execution environment. This study has also informed us on the kinds of data organization constructs (e.g. filtering, joining ) that should exist as part of tableaware component support in the Taverna.
DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES
The re-use and re-mix of scientific datasets retrieved from community repositories into new aggregates, the application of computational analysis upon those aggregates and the publishing of the results, have become a commonplace activity in the new age of science. In this paper we provided observations on the suitability of workflow execution provenance to assist data publishing. Current workflow provenance is obfuscated and un-informative when it comes to 1) inquiring origins of data records and 2) succinctly reporting the activities within a workflow based experiment. We also provided our approach for generating provenance distillations to enable these tasks. Our provenance distillation approach raises several research issues.
Central to our approach are the motif annotations that specify the data oriented nature of workflow activities. In order to semiautomate the annotation process, one possible area of investigation is the application of data mining and machine learning techniques over workflow descriptions and workflow execution provenance.
Generation of workflow summarizations using motif annotations is another thread of work, which we anticipate, will be achieved through a set of graph-re-writing rules defined over motif combinations. As well as the above issues, we will be looking at existing graph reduction and summarization techniques, and adapt them to our problem. Our summarization approach will be applied to the local scope of a workflow (a group of workflows), in this regard our proposal is not an attempt to summarize provenance logs at large scale rather it can be seen as a preemptive noise elimination step that would allow easier aggregation of such summarizations at large scale.
We assumed the existence of a fine-grained workflow provenance model. To cater for this requirement, the work in annotation propagation in relational databases [5] has potential for applicability to our context. The empirical analysis done in the first step, however, has shown that Data Relaying activities are not always fully transparent and well-behaved, as in the case of relational query operators. Our plan in the short term is to establish a baseline provenance model and framework that caters for data (and annotation) minting opaque activities together with fully transparent data relaying activities and to demonstrate the feasibility of propagating within workflows comprised of such activities. The next step will be to incorporate the semi-transparent data relaying activities into the provenance model. We will investigate to what extent we can propagate annotations through semi-transparent activities. Our motivation in distilling provenance comes from supporting the curator's task of experiment reporting and data publishing. Consequently, we intend to assess the effectiveness of this form of distilled provenance in the context of knowledge discovery in general, and data publishing and citation in particular. Our plan is to perform the evaluation of effectiveness of workflow summarizations and propagated annotations with users from the Biodiversity 7 and Astronomy 8 communities.
